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Know that you’ve made a huge 
contribution to the smooth 
operation of the Society over the 
past decade. Know that you’ve 
brought much light and laughter 
(and the odd bit of ‘education’) to 
your colleagues. Know that the 
door is always open for you to visit. 
But most of all, please, know that 
you will be missed. Kellie 

Wishing you well on your next 
exciting adventure. I will always 
remember our ‘good old days’ at 
the Law Society NT—your great 
sense of humour, good work ethics 
and ability to keep me grounded. 
A new chapter in your life will 
begin—just tread lightly at first, 
then dance your way through it.   
Good Luck! Bella 

I am going to miss your sage advice, 
your kind and supportive nature, 
your willingness to always lend 
a hand, the random frangipanis 
you left on our keyboards and 
your morning tea cakes. You have 
always encouraged everyone to 
be the best that they can be (even 
with strong resistance—not me 
of course). The Society won’t be 
the same without you. I’m wishing 
you a future that is bright and 
beautiful. Evie x 

It has been an absolute pleasure to 
work with you, you were definitely 
very welcoming when I arrived 
and your local knowledge was 
always helpful. Thank you for 
always providing us with wonderful 
morning teas and lovely stories and 
conversation around the office. We 
will definitely miss you around the 
office though will surely see you 
around the traps.  
Best wishes, Carolyn xxxx 

We never say Goodbye, but  
See You Later. Our time together 
has been brief but very warm and 
welcoming. Thank you for making 
it such a pleasure to get to know 
you during our time. I wish you the 
world of blessings and joy.  
Stay well, Chantal 

What pleasure it has been working 
with you Dagmar—you are one of 
the most dignified women I have 
ever had the pleasure of meeting. 
Your presentation is impeccable 
and you always look stunning 
with a big smile on your face.  
Your willingness to share your 
knowledge has been invaluable 
to me. You supported me to get 
off the ciggies, to eat better, 
taught me exercises to help me 
stretch, sleep and even to firm 
up the dreaded double chin (I’m 
still working on that one though). 
I’ve learnt a lot about recycling 
and even some ‘fun facts about 
Germany!’ Dagmar, thanks for all 
the healthy home cooking you 
graced us with, your wonderful 
sense of humour, your dance moves 
and your caring nature. I’m really 
going to miss having you around. 
But I know where you live! All the 
best with your new adventure.  
xxx Marian 

Thank you Dagmar for your 
over friendship over the past 
18 months, I particularly 
remember you for: always being 
well dressed and poised; being a 
role model; always displaying a 
positive approach to your work and 
life; providing the best morning 
teas representative of a shared 
German heritage; and, booking 
theatre seats. See you at the theatre. 
Heather Traeger Professional 
Development Officer or  
‘the new Bella’. 

Dagmar, you will be so missed! 
You’ve been a source of fun and 
very wise words ever since I 
started. You add a lot of joy to 
any occasion with your cheeky 
wit and wiley ways. Thanks for 
always supporting me, welcoming 
me when I started and for your 
in depth and pragmatic baby 
knowledge. Loved all our chats, 
you’d better visit us! Wishing you 
all the very best for your next 
chapter. Aislinn xo 

Dagmar came into our lives 
over 10 years ago and brought 
her considerable finance skills, 
indomitable spirit, invincible 
attitude and broad rich experience 
to the Secretariat team. She 
became a dear friend, confidante, 
unfaltering support and inspiration 
to myself and many of the staff 
through everything life and work 
presented to us. Dagmar is also 
an infinite source of information 
on the many topics in which she 
maintains intense interest and 
you only have to ask to get the 
latest update on a diverse range 
topics including; proper recycling, 
global warming, wine and liquors, 
the English language and the 
derivation of words, exercise, 
healthy diet (salt, sugar, gluten, 
fish oil, glucosamine, fruit/no fruit 
etc.), not to mention the origin of 
recipes and international dishes 
and proper cooking technique.  
In her previous life, Dagmar 
and her late husband Peter 
operated restaurants around 
the world including Germany, 
South Africa and Singapore as 
well as some of Darwin’s finest 
restaurants including The French 
Restaurant, The Knife & Fork and 
the Colonnade. With Dagmar’s 
extensive and international 
experience, the Society had the 
benefit of her sage advice on 
appropriate menu, wine, quality 
of food and service. Our weekly 
staff morning tea rotates amongst 
us and Dagmar’s offering has 
always been a stand out and 
greatly anticipated (p.s. you should 
note that she only permits half 
the sugar recommended in the 
recipe!). As a result of Dagmar’s 
committed and exacting nature, it 
has always been a pleasure and a 
joy to work with her in harmony for 
these many years. I wish Dagmar 
the very best in her next chapter 
and it is my fondest wish that I will 
remain interweaved in it. Julie 

Dags—you will be dearly missed, 
in particular the many and 
memorable moments of cheeky 
banter. My sincere best wishes 
for whatever the future may hold 
for you. Leonie 

For Dagmar Brautigam.  
From all of us at Law Society NT Secretariat past and present ~ 
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